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While some accurate, current Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS’s) get rapidly
overwhelmed with contemporary information workload [1, 2]. This problem partly
dwells in the number of repetitive spurious information that IDS’s unnecessarily
analyse. Using this observation, we propose a methodology which can be used
to signiﬁcantly remove such spurious information and thus alleviate intrusion
detection.
Throughout our experiments we have considered host-based intrusion detection, using the 1998 DARPA repository [3]. The IDS is thus assumed to make
an audit from a set of sessions, each of which is a sequence of system calls and
corresponds to either of the following services: telnet, ftp, smtp, finger or
echo.
The reduction methodology is twofold:
1 (Training): We identify and tag with a new label the sequences of system
calls of most frequent occurrence, considering only intrusion-free sessions;
and
2 (Reduction): We shrink an input session replacing every such a repetitive
sequence with its corresponding new label.
Folding repetitive sequences signiﬁcantly reduces the length of a given session:
we obtained an average reduction factor of 4 (3.6, worst case scenario, and 4.8,
best case one.) It also helps intrusion detection: for example, it is much faster to
build an hidden Markov model-based misuse IDS; and it slightly increases the
detection ratio but, more importantly, the false positive ratio is only 1% higher.
Training. To identify sequences of system calls of most frequent occurrence,
we use n-gram theory [4]. N-gram theory comprises a collection of probabilistic
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methods for estimating the probability that a sequence of symbols, i.e. system
calls, will occur in a larger, unseen sequence, i.e. a session. Using such probabilities, we have selected a collection of sequences of system calls, henceforth called
n-grams, that, when folded, are hoped to largely shrink an input session.
The training step consists of 4 steps: i) n-gram extraction; ii) n-gram priority
assignment; iii) n-gram selection; and iv) n-gram overlapping avoidance. N-gram
extraction consists of identifying all the n-grams arising throughout every session as well as counting their occurrences. Because it consists of one or more
interleaved processes, each session is ﬁrst manipulated so that it is turned into
a sequence of orderly processes.
Priority assignment consists of associating with every possible n-gram an
estimation as to how much will it reduce a given session, called its priority. This
step poses two technical problems. First, some n-grams may not have turned up
in any training session and yet they all must be assigned a priority. To overcome
this problem, we use a discounting strategy, namely good-Turing, with which we
can estimate an occurrence probability and then use it to compute a priority.
Second, some n-grams yield a high reduction ratio regardless of the service, but
others impact only on a speciﬁc service. For a service not to be neglected only
because it has a less representative body in the training sessions, priority should
account for both the estimated reduction factor per day, considering sessions of
several services, and per service.
The priority of an n-gram, if appears in the training corpora, is given by:
P rt =

n × (ft + 1)
Nt

(1)

where n is the size of the n-gram, N is the total number of system calls within a
day considering either all services or a given one, f is the frequency of occurrence
of the associated n-gram, and where t stands either for d, a day, or s, a given
service. By contrast, the priority for an n-gram, if an probability of occurrence
is estimated, is given by:
(2)
P rt = Pt × n
In the third step, n-grams are ﬁrst separated into two classes, depending
on whether or not they occur in the training corpora, and then each class is
manipulated as follows. First, each n-gram is put into 2 separate sets, in one the
n-gram is labelled with P rd and with P rs in the other. Then, each set is arranged
according to the n-grams priority in descending order. Then, using the 4 separate
arrays, we select as many top n-grams as required in order to achieve a designated
reduction factor. If sorting turns out a prohibitively expensive process, as is in
the normal case of huge sessions, we suggest to depict histograms and then
examine them seeking the n-grams with most promising reduction factor. In this
case, it is helpful to consider n-grams whose frequency of occurrence is (nearly) a
multiple of the number of diﬀerent sessions. The rationale behind this selection
criterion is that such n-grams are likely to have appeared along every session.
The fourth, ﬁnal step is n-gram overlapping avoidance. N-grams tend to overlap with each other, they might intersect at some point. To avoid overlapping
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Fig. 1. An example reduction n-gram of size 20 with P rd = 0.1135. ◦ denotes the
sequence constructor function

as well as using n-grams with a higher reduction ratio, we form a queue with
the selected n-grams, ordering them by priority. Then, we create a window of
a size equal to the largest n-gram in the queue. In production, this window is
ﬁlled with an input session and then tested against the n-grams in the priority queue. By substituting n-grams with higher ratio we guarantee that, even if
there is an overlapping, only the n-grams that provide maximum reduction are
used. Notice that by substituting an n-gram with a new symbol we are avoiding
further substitution on that segment resulting in overlapping elimination. We
avoid substitution because the newly added symbol is not present in any n-gram
used in the substitution.
We run this training methodology using 5 DARPA log ﬁles. We initially
selected 200 n-grams from the 4 independent arrays. Our training experiments
show that only 11 n-grams are really used out of the 100 n-grams selected from
the occurrence-frequency, P rd array; only 5 n-grams are used out of the 50 ones
extracted from the occurrence-probability P rd array; and only 3 n-grams were
used from the 50 ones selected from the two P rd arrays. Thus 89% of 93% of
the selected n-grams are overlapping. Since these n-grams do not overlap, any
subsequent reductions do not consider a priority. Our main result is a set of 19
reduction n-grams that, as discussed below, provide an average reduction rate
of 74%. One such an n-gram is shown in Fig. 1. The n-gram reduction set is
available upon request, by sending e-mail to the 1st author.
Reduction. When tested against the training sessions, the n-gram reduction set
provided an average reduction of 74%. Then, we validated the n-gram set by
making it reduce a collection of unseen sessions, taken from 5 diﬀerent DARPA
log ﬁles from the 1999 repository. The results obtained from the validation experiments are shown in table 1; they portray an average reduction of 70.5%.
Given that the training log ﬁles and the validation ones are from a diﬀerent
year, we conclude that the n-grams are general enough to fold sessions from
diﬀerent users.
Impact on Intrusion Detection. Using our folding approach, we have reduced
up to 75% the length of a typical session. This reduction allows us to build
and use hidden Markov models (HMM’s) with larger sequences than those used
in current approaches [1, 2, 5]. HMM’s take a large amount of time for training.
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Table 1. Validation Results
Log File
1
2
3
4
5
Telnet

size(ﬁle) size(reduced ﬁle) Reduction factor N-grams used
776, 000
270, 000
65.3%
7
1, 800, 000
486, 000
73%
12
1, 150, 000
344, 000
70.1%
5
801, 000
175, 000
78.2%
9
1, 158, 000
392, 000
66.2%
5
209, 000
48, 000
77.1%
5

Wagner and Soto, describe the disadvantages of using only short sequences as the
detection base using HMM’s [6]. We used entire sessions containing the attacks
for both, our training data and detection testing. We used a single HMM for
each attack.
All the attacks used throughout our experimentations are present in the 1998
and 1999 DARPA repositories. We obtained a detection ratio of 97%. False positive rate is 10.5%. This false positive rate is still high. By reducing the detection
threshold, false positive ratio also lowers. Initially we used a 90% similarity measure, i.e., to be labelled as an attack, the tested sequence should be 90% similar
to the training sequence. When increased to 95%, false positives were reduced
to 6.5%. Detection ratio was also lowered to 92%.
By using reduced and a similarity measure of 90%, detection ratio increased
to 98%, and false positive rate was 11.5%. By increasing the similarity measure to 95%, false positives lowered to 7% and the detection ratio also lowered to 94%. We tested the same attacks for reduced and non-reduced sessions. The diﬀerence in false positives was found in short attacks such as eject.
Most of the false positives were normal sessions labelled as one of these short
attacks.
From these results we can conclude that folded sessions do not have a negative impact on intrusion detection. Moreover, by using folded sessions the detection rate increases and the false positives only are 1% higher. When using
folded sessions, we found a higher detection rate for variations of these same
short attacks. The use of reduced sessions is very helpful when detecting attack
variations.
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